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Mining proteomes for zinc finger persulfidation†

Haoju Li, Andrew T. Stoltzfus and Sarah L. J. Michel *

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is an endogenous gasotransmitter that signals via persulfidation. There is

evidence that the cysteine residues of certain zinc finger (ZF) proteins, a common type of cysteine rich

protein, are modified to persulfides by H2S. To determine how frequently ZF persulfidation occurs in

cells and identify the types of ZFs that are persulfidated, persulfide specific proteomics data were

evaluated. 22 datasets from 16 studies were analyzed via a meta-analysis approach. Persulfidated ZFs

were identified in a range of eukaryotic species, including Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Rattus

norvegicus, Arabidopsis thaliana, and Emiliania huxley (single-celled phytoplankton). The types of ZFs

identified for each species encompassed all three common ZF ligand sets (4-cysteine, 3-cysteine-1-

histidine, and 2-cysteine-2-hisitidine), indicating that persulfidation of ZFs is broad. Overlap analysis

between different species identified several common ZFs. GO and KEGG analysis identified pathway

enrichment for ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process and viral carcinogenesis. These collective

findings support ZF persulfidation as a wide-ranging PTM that impacts all classes of ZFs.

Introduction

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is a gaseous signalling molecule for
which numerous biological roles have been identified. A role
for H2S in signalling was first recognized in the 1990s, by
Kimura and co-workers who discovered that the enzymatic
production of H2S was an essential process for neuromodu-
lation.1 Subsequent roles for H2S were then identified, includ-
ing roles in cellular metabolism, cell survival, and oxidative
stress.2,3 These collective findings led to the designation of H2S
as an endogenous gasotransmitter, making it the third such
molecule after carbon monoxide (CO) and nitric oxide (NO).4,5

H2S continues to garner significant attention, as roles in
additional biological processes are identified. These include
roles in the regulation of ER stress, inflammation, and cardi-
ovascular function.6,7 If H2S levels in cells are not properly
controlled, deleterious pathophysiological consequences are
observed, including neurodegenerative diseases, cancer, and
cardiovascular diseases.8,9

Enzymes including cystathionine gamma-lyase (CSE),
cystathionine-beta synthase (CBS), and 3-mercaptopyruvate
sulfurtransferase (3-MST) are known to participate in hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) metabolism.6 These enzymes are involved in the
transsulfuration pathway and form various sulfur-containing
metabolites. Specifically, they facilitate the homeostasis of

various persulfide (SSH) and polysulfide (RS-Sn-H, where
n 4 1, and RS-Sn-R0, where n Z 1) moieties which are collec-
tively referred to as the ‘‘sulfane sulfur pool’’.10,11 These reac-
tive sulfur species (RSS) exhibit crosstalk with reactive oxygen
species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS), thus con-
necting these molecules and their metabolic enzymes.12 RSS
biomolecules exhibit antioxidant properties, thereby offering
protection against oxidative stress, such as H2O2-induced cel-
lular damage.10,13 Furthermore, persulfides and polysulfides
affect cell redox signaling, mitochondrial membrane ener-
getics, metalloproteins, and serve as a defense to pathogenic
infection.14–17

One key function of H2S is signalling via the post-
translational modification (PTM) of cysteine residues to per-
sulfides (RSH - RSSH).10 Persulfidated cysteine residues are
more reactive than their cysteine thiol counterparts and are
thought to be critical to the ‘signaling’ function of H2S.18 We do
not have a broad understanding of the proteins that are
persulfidated in cells nor the functional consequences of
persulfidation. There is emerging evidence that zinc finger
proteins (ZFs), which are cysteine rich, are targets for persulfi-
dation by H2S.19–21

Zinc finger proteins (ZFs) require zinc as a structural co-
factor to fold and function.22–24 ZFs share a common feature of
modular domains with four cysteine (C) and histidine (H)
residues that serve as ligands.25 Zinc binds to these ligands
in a tetrahedral geometry which leads to a folded and func-
tional domain (Fig. 1A).26,27 As increasing numbers of proteo-
mics and genome sequencing data have become available, it
has been observed that zinc-binding proteins, and Cys residues,
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are present at higher numbers in more complex organisms;
today approximately 9% of all human proteins are predicted to
bind Zn(II), with the majority being ZFs.19,21,28,29 In contrast,
while the Ros/MucR family of CCHH ZFs has been character-
ized in Agrobacterium tumefaciens and other prokaryotic species,
these domains feature several distinctions from the eukaryotic
CCHH ZFs.30–32 Namely, the prokaryotic ZF domains are larger
and only occur once in a protein sequence, as opposed to the
well-established tandem arrangement of multiple eukaryotic ZF
domains required for full protein function.31 Thus, prokaryotic
ZFs are less abundant overall, and their biological importance
is not well established. Nevertheless, eukaryotic ZFs regulate
numerous biological processes, including immune response,
inflammation, gene regulation, and cancer development.33–35

The first ZF, Xenopus protein transcription factor IIIA
(TFIIIA), was discovered in 1985.26,36,37 Each zinc centre in
TFIIIA binds zinc with a CCHH ligand set, and the protein
contains nine of these zinc binding domains.22 As more ZFs
have been identified, efforts have been made to classify them.
This includes categorizing ZFs based upon their amino acid
sequence, their three-dimensional structures, or their func-
tions. As an example, in PROSITE, ZFs are classified based
upon cellular location, interactions with other proteins, amino
acid sequence, and their participation in certain biological pro-
cesses. Currently, there are sixty-nine different types of ZFs
delineated in PROSITE.38 Another common way that ZFs are
sorted is by the number of cysteine and histidine residues present
within each ZF domain. This classification is often refined to a
consensus sequence when it includes both the number of Cys and
His resides, the specific spacing between these residues, and
sometimes additional conserved amino acids. Once a ZF is
defined, it can then be used to classify newly discovered
ZFs.27,39,40 For example, all ZFs with a CCHH conserved ligand
set and a spacing of [C]-[X]2–4-[C]-[X]12-[H]-[X]3–5-[H] are referred to

as ‘classical zinc finger proteins’.33 Other examples of ZF classi-
fications are shown in Fig. 1B.

ZF proteins have long been considered inert due to their
metal centre, Zn(II), which has a d10 electron configuration,
making it redox-inactive.41 As such, their biological roles have
been considered solely structural. The ZF is folded in a manner
that allows for a binding interaction with a target DNA or RNA,
leading to regulation of transcription or translation.42 There is
some recent evidence for persulfidation of the ZFs SIRT1,
androgen receptor (AR), SP-1, and PHD2 from cell-based
studies.43–47 In addition, there are biochemical data from our
laboratory for persulfidation of the ZF tristetraprolin (TTP). We
discovered that persulfidation by H2S occurs for TTP, in a
reaction that requires Zn(II) and O2. Utilizing cryogenic electro-
spray ionization mass spectrometry (Cryo-ESI-MS) and ortho-
gonal spectroscopic methods, we obtained evidence for TTP
persulfidation, radical intermediate species, and disulfide
bond formation with concomitant zinc ejection. This process
abrogated TTP’s ability to bind RNA in solution.48 From these
studies, a mechanism was proposed in which Zn(II) serves as a
conduit for electron transfer between H2S and O2 (Fig. 1C).
These findings led us to hypothesize that persulfidation of ZF
proteins may be a general post-translational modification.
To test this hypothesis, we applied a persulfide-specific proteo-
mics screen (dimedone switch method) to M. musculus embryo-
nic fibroblast (MEF) cells. Analysis of the proteomics data
led to the confirmation of our hypothesis: ZFs were broadly
persulfidated.49 We sorted the ZFs into three groups: CCCC,
CCCH/CCHC and CCHH, and observed persulfidation in all
cases. We then analysed a published data set in which a
different persulfidation selective proteomics screen was
applied to different cell types (five human cell types). Here,
too, persulfidation was broadly observed in ZFs of different
classes.49

Fig. 1 (A) Structures of common types of ZFs, (PDB number: YY1 = 1UBD, RNF141 = 5XEK, GAG = 1BJ6, RBM5 = 2LK0, ZC3HAV1 = 6UEI). (B) Table listing
the consensus sequences for several commons ZF. (C) Cartoon diagram of the reaction of a ZF with H2S to form a ZF persulfide; this reaction requires
zinc coordination and O2.
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Our finding of ZF persulfidation in six different types
of mammalian cells led to the question: how broad is ZF
persulfidation across different species? Herein we answer via
a meta-analysis approach whereby we analysed all published
proteomics work that focussed on identifying protein persulfi-
dation for ZF proteins.

Methods
Data sources and search strategy

To identify the publications for which persulfide specific
proteomics assays were reported, a search on PubMed was
performed using the keywords ‘‘Persulfidation’’ and ‘‘Proteo-
mics.’’ The search included all publications until February
2023. The preferred reporting items for systematic review and
meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines were used to verify these
studies.50 Only studies written in English were included
(Fig. S1, ESI†).

Study selection

The first publication that involved persulfide specific proteo-
mics was reported in 2010, therefore the studies utilized for the
analysis reported here span 2010–2023. All data included in the
analyses presented here were from studies that involved a
method to enrich persulfidated proteins from cell lysates. In
these studies, the proteins were either detected by mass spec-
trometry or extracted from existing proteomics data. All pro-
teomics data analysed included identifiable protein accession
IDs such as Uniprot accession ID, or NCBI gene IDs that could
be searched against protein databases. Individual proteins that
had been isolated and analysed for persulfidation were not
included in this study. We placed no restriction on the persul-
fidation enrichment, or the mass spectrometry method used to
detect the proteins. Reviews, book chapters, and secondary data
were excluded.

Data extraction and assessment

The following data were collected from each publication: cita-
tion (author/year), sample preparation methods for persulfi-
dated protein enrichment and mass spectrometry analysis, and
persulfidated protein list (Uniprot accession ID, NCBI Geninfo
Identifier).

Synthesis method to extract persulfidated zinc finger proteins

To identify the ZFs present in each dataset, care was taken to
use comparable metrics across studies. First, all detected
proteins were converted to UniProt accession names. Second,
duplicates were removed if the protein appeared multiple times
in the proteomics data. To extract the ZFs that had been
detected in the persulfidated specific proteomics studies, the
full protein list for each study was parsed for the presence of
annotated ZF proteins (using UniProt database with the term
‘‘zinc finger protein’’). Only reviewed ZF proteins (Swiss-Prot)
were used. The ZF classification was retrieved for each identi-
fied protein by selecting ‘‘zinc finger’’ under the family and

domain option. Each ZF was then grouped manually based
upon the cysteine and histidine content of the ZF domains.
Four main ZF classification types were applied in this study:
CCCC, CCCH, CCHC, and CCHH, with C = cysteine and H =
histidine. If more than one domain type was present in a single
ZF, each domain was included in the analysis. Once identified,
the ZFs were grouped based upon the species the data came
from (Mus musculus, Rattus norvegicus, Homo sapiens, Arabidop-
sis thaliana). All the ZFs sorted were confirmed to be annotated
as ‘‘Zinc Finger Protein’’ in Uniprot. ZFs that were annotated as
‘‘putative’’ were not included in this work.

Gene ontology (GO) and kyoto encyclopedia of genes and
genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis of proteomics data

The data were processed using Microsoft Excel (Version 16.70).
GO enrichment and KEGG pathway were analyzed using the
database for annotation, visualization, and integrated discovery
(DAVID) at P value o 0.05. Results of enriched terms and KEGG
pathways were visualized using GraphPad Prism.

Identification of persulfidated ZFs that are present in multiple
species

To identify persulfidated ZFs common to multiple species,
UniProt accession names were converted into Uniprot entry
names. Data was processed on RStudio (Version 2022.12.0 +
353) using package VennDiagram (Version 1.7.3).

Results and discussion
Study selections and characteristics

Our approach to identify and analyze ZF proteins that are
persulfidated in different cell types began with a PubMed
search. Two keywords: ‘‘persulfidation’’ and ‘‘proteomics’’ were
queried leading to the retrieval of sixty-five publications. The
abstracts and text of these publications were then assessed.
Fifteen of these publications were reviews or book chapters, so
were excluded from data analysis; likewise, thirty-six studies
did not provide persulfide specific proteomics data, so were
also excluded from data analysis.

This yielded sixteen studies that met the criteria for meta-
analysis, and these studies were subsequently analyzed for the
presence of persulfidated ZFs.51–65 The proteomics data from
these sixteen studies were from seven distinct species: H.
sapiens, M. musculus, R. norvegicus, A. thaliana, Emiliania huxleyi
(a single-celled phytoplankton), Staphylococcus aureus, and
Enterococcus faecalis. Two of the species were bacteria, three
were mammals, one was plant, and one was phytoplankton
(Fig. 2A). The seven distinct species are displayed with regards
to their evolutionary relationships using a phylogenetic tree
in Fig. 2B. The methods employed to enrich for persulfidated
proteins for mass spectrometry analysis varied across
the publications. Overall, there were ten distinct methods
reported for persulfide enrichment and detection of
proteins.18,53,56,57,59–62,64,66
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Protein persulfide enrichment and detection methods

Ten distinct proteomics methods that selectively identify per-
sulfidated proteins were utilized to obtain the collective data
that we have analyzed in this work. These methods, which are
shown in Fig. 3, include: tag switch, dimedone switch, quanti-
tative persulfide site identification (qPerS-SID), ‘b-IAM-Avidin
enrichment followed by TCEP elution and IAM incubation,’ an
unnamed method developed by the Giedroc lab (Giedroc’s
method), biotin thiol assay (BTA), tandem mass tag(TMT)-
BTA, site-specific quantification of persulfidome (SSQPer),
HPE-IAM blocking, low-pH quantitative thiol reactivity profil-
ing (QTRP), and a software-assisted search approach that
identified persulfidated proteins using existing proteomics
data.18,53,56,57,59–62,64,66 Some of these methods employ similar
chemistries to enrich for persulfidated proteins, while others
rely on mass spectrometry data analysis post sample to search
for PTMs that have a persulfide-specific mass-to-charge ratio.
These methods are described in more detail here.

The tag switch and dimedone switch methods share similar
chemistries but have different labeling and switching reagents.
In the tag switch method, methylsulfonyl benzothiazole (MSBT)
is used to universally label all thiol and persulfide groups on
proteins (Fig. 3A). In the dimedone switch method, the block-
ing reagent is 4-chloro-7-nitrobenzofurazan (NBF-Cl) which
blocks all thiols, persulfides, sulfenic acids, and amines
(Fig. 3B).18,66 Both labeling methods result in the formation
of an activated disulfide bond for the labeled persulfide moiety,
which is then modified by the addition of a second label that
selectively tags the persulfidated species because the outer
sulfur of the persulfide is more electrophilic and amenable to
‘‘switching’’.67 The switching molecule for the tag switch
method is biotin-linked cyanoacetate (CN-biotin), and for the
dimedone switch method is biotin-linked dimedone. Once the
tag switch has occurred, the persulfidated proteins are isolated
via a biotin–avidin interaction and analyzed.18,66

Another method for persulfide enrichment is the biotin thiol
assay (BTA) (Fig. 3C),56 for which there are several related
approaches: TMT-BTA (Fig. 3D), qPerS-SID (Fig. 3E), and

Giedroc’s method (Fig. 3F). BTA and TMT-BTA use a maleimide
biotin to label thiols (–SH) and persulfides (–SSH) in proteins.
Labelled proteins are then further enriched via a biotin–avidin
interaction. The thiol reaction forms a thioether while the
persulfide forms a disulfide bond. The disulfide bond is more
reactive than the thioether and can be reduced using either
tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP) or dithiothreitol (DTT),
which releases the persulfidated peptide from the avidin beads.
The peptides can then be detected and identified by LC-MS/MS.
TMT-BTA is a modification of the BTA method in which
peptides are labelled with iodo-TMT 6 plex after the release of
the persulfidated peptide, and then detected via mass spectro-
metry. qPerS-SID utilizes trichloroacetic acid (TCA) to denature
proteins and protonate all thiol and persulfide groups to
prevent oxidation. After this, a thiol and persulfide specific
reagent is then added, iodoacetyl-PEG2-Biotin (IAM-Bio), and
the proteins are isolated via the biotin–avidin interaction. After
elution with TCEP, iodoacetamide (IAM) is added to block
peptides for specific mass spectrometry detection. Giedroc’s
method is similar to qPerS-SID, except that it omits TCA
for protein denaturation. Collectively, these strategies are
based upon the BTA method, but include modifications to
improve the sensitivity of persulfidated protein detection by
mass spectrometry.60,61,64

The low-pH quantitative thiol reactivity profiling (QTRP) is
another method used to detect persulfides (Fig. 3G). This
approach is the only currently published method that allows
for direct detection of thiols and persulfides on proteins. Using
the differences in pKa of cysteine persulfide and thiol (pKa B4.3
and B8.3, respectively), the pH is lowered to 5, and almost all
thiols are protonated but persulfides are mostly deprotonated.
In this case, persulfides maintain a higher reactivity (more RSS-
is available than RS-) and are more likely to react with carbon
electrophiles, such as iodo-N-(prop-2-yn-1-yl) acetamide (IPM).
This minimizes the click chemistry reaction between thiols and
IPM, thus enhancing the signal of IPM labeled persulfides.
Detection involves enrichment by click-chemistry and cleavage
through UV-biotinylated probes. No reduction step is involved

Fig. 2 (A) Schematic representation of the cell lines and tissues for which persulfide specific proteomics data was analyzed via meta-analysis,
differentiated by eukaryotes and prokaryotes. (B) Phylogenetic tree of the species for which persulfidated ZFs were identified (from iTOL).
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in this method. Thiols and persulfides can be differentiated by
comparing mass-to-charge ratios using mass spectrometry.62

An alternative approach used to detect persulfides is to
differentiate protein persulfides from other sulfur moieties by
analyzing proteomics data that detects both persulfides and
thiols. This approach involves applying software analysis after
the mass spectrometry analysis of the sample to identify the
persulfidated proteins. The SSQPer method uses a cleavable
isotope-coded affinity tag (c-ICAT) to label thiols and persul-
fides on proteins. Samples are further enriched by streptavidin
agarose beads. Then the tagged proteins are cleaved by TFA and
followed by strong cation exchange (SCX) based fractionation
which enriches for thiols and persulfides. The identity of the

modification (persulfide vs. thiol) is determined by evaluating
mass differences in the proteomics software (Fig. 3H). The HPE-
IAM method follows a similar strategy but foregoes the enrich-
ment step. Instead, b-(4-hydroxyphenyl)ethyl iodoacetamide
(HPE-IAM) is used to tag all reactive thiols, persulfides, and
hydropolysulfides followed by trypsin digestion and LC-MS/MS.
The persulfidated proteins are then extracted and identified via
anaylsis of the mass spectrometry data (Fig. 3I).57,59

A final approach that has been reported to identify persulfi-
dated proteins involves the trans-proteomic pipeline (Comet
and PeptideProphet) which is data analysis software used to
search for protein PTMs based on the MS/MS spectra of
proteomics data obtained from a traditional proteomics screen.

Fig. 3 Protein persulfide enrichment and detection methods. (A) Tag switch method. (B) Dimedone switch method. (C) Biotin thiol assay (BTA) method.
(D) Tandem mass tag (TMT)-BTA method. (E) Quantitative persulfide site identification (qPerS-SID) method. (F) Unnamed method developed by the
Giedroc lab (‘‘Giedroc’s method’’) (G) low-pH Quantitative Thiol Reactivity Profiling (QTRP) method. (H) Site-Specific Quantification of Persulfidome
(SSQPer) method. (I) HPE-IAM blocking method. (J) Mass spectrometry data analysis to search for PTMs that have a persulfide-specific mass-to-charge
ratio.
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Persulfidation is reported with proteins with Cys (31.9721 Da)
modification (Fig. 3J).53

Mining the persulfide specifics proteomics datasets for
persulfidated ZFs

We extracted the proteomics data from the sixteen studies and
five species identified in our initial query. With these data in
hand, we searched for the presence of ZFs. Depending on the
proteomics strategy utilized, between 4 to 193 total ZF proteins
were identified as persulfidated. Remarkably, in all but one
eukaryotic data set analyzed, multiple ZFs were identified as
persulfidated. The data set for which no ZFs were observed was
significantly smaller than other published data (i.e., only 70
total proteins were identified as persulfidated in this data), and
the dataset may not be complete enough for ZFs to be
identified.61 In the two bacterial data sets, no ZFs were identi-
fied as persulfidated.64,65 There are only a handful of ZFs that
have been identified in prokaryotes, suggesting that the paucity
of ZFs in bacteria explains the lack of persulfidated ZFs
observed. There were six reported proteomics data sets that
involved M. musculus tissue samples. These included liver,
kidney, brain, plasma, muscle, and heart. There were fourteen
cell lines total that contained persulfidated ZFs. Seven were
human cell lines including A549, A431, HEK293, U2OS, MDA-
MB-231, EndoC-BH3, and human preadipocyte cell obtained
from participants. A549, A431, U2OS, and MDA-MB-231 are
cancer cell lines. HEK293 is a human embryonic kidney cell
line; preadipocyte cell and EndoC-BH3 derive from human
adipose tissue and pancreatic islets, respectively. In addition,
three of the cell lines are from M. musculus: MIN6, MEF, and
pancreatic beta cells. MIN6 and pancreatic beta cells both
originate from the M. musculus pancreas and the MEF cell is
an embryonic fibroblast cell line. One cell line from R. norve-
gicus was included in this study, INS1, which is an insulinoma
cell line.68 In total, 548 persulfidated ZFs were found in M.
musculus, 267 persulfidated ZFs were found in H. sapiens, 23 in
R. norvegicus, and 172 in A. thaliana; duplicates were removed
when consolidating ZFs acrossstudies. We note that the studies
which reported a larger persulfidated proteome resulted in
detection of more persulfidated ZFs. In all cases, the ratio of
ZFs/total protein tracked between 3–10%, which is consistent
with what is known about the abundance of zinc binding
proteins in cells.19

Classification of persulfidated zinc finger proteins

To classify the ZFs present in the persulfide specific proteomics
data, we first generated a list of the total ZFs, using UniProt and
the annotation ‘‘Zinc Finger’’ domain. Only proteins for which
there is experimental evidence that the protein is a bona fide ZF
were included; putative ZFs were excluded. ZF lists for each
species were constructed (H. sapiens, M. musculus, R. norvegicus,
A. thaliana, E. huxleyi).

We have previously reported that the frequency of persulfi-
dation in ZFs is related to the number of cysteines present in
the proteins’ ZF domain(s). This finding came from analysis of
persulfide specific proteomics data using MEF cells and several

human cancer cell lines.41 We postulated that this relationship
between the number of cysteine residues and the frequency of
persulfidation would be observed generally in cells and tested
this hypothesis by evaluating the 20 different datasets analyzed
here (Fig. 4A). The ZFs were sorted into categories based on
their ligand set compositions: CCCC, CCCH, CCHC, and CCHH
type. Datasets from S. aureus and E. faecalis, both prokaryotes,
were excluded from this study because no ZFs were detected in
the persulfide specific proteomes. In the A. thaliana datasets,
the most frequently persulfidated ZFs had the CCCH ligand set,
followed by CCCC, CCHH, and CCHC. Only ZFs with the CCHC
ligand set were found in the single-celled phytoplankton
E. huxleyi. The classification of persulfidated ZFs in mammals
(H. sapiens, M. musculus, and R. norvegicus) follows the same
trend as we observed in our earlier work. The most frequent
ligand set of the persulfidated ZFs was the CCCC ligand set,
followed by CCCH/CCHC, and finally CCHH. We then grouped
these data based upon species, and we compared the number
of each type of ZF persulfidated to the total ZFs present in each
species. As Fig. 4B shows, for, A. thaliana (total 172 ZFs) the
relative frequencies of ZF persulfidation tracked as CCCH and
CCHC 4 CCCC 4 CCHH. M. musculus showed the frequencies
as: CCCC 4 CCCH and CCHC 4 CCHH. H. sapiens showed the
frequencies as: CCCH/CCHC 4 CCCC 4 CCHH. R. norvegicus
showed the frequencies as: CCHH 4 CCCC 4 CCCH and
CCHC. We note that for R. norvegicus, the sample size is small
(23 total persulfidated proteins detected), potentially making
the analysis of this species less comprehensive. The ligand type
CCHH is the least persulfidated among M. musculus, Homo
sapiens and A. thaliana (Fig. 4B).

Regardless of the method utilized to detect persulfidated
proteins, persulfidated ZF proteins always appear. At the evolu-
tionary scale, the cells that come from higher order organisms
(i.e., mammals) appear to prefer CCCC type ZF persulfidation,
whereas plant cells have a preference for CCCH, and the lower
order organism (E. huxleyi) has a preference for CCHC. A.
thaliana is known to have multiple CCCH type ZFs for dealing
with environmental stress and regulation of growth, and the
persulfidation may be related to the frequency of the specific
ZFs in each organism.69–71

Commonly present zinc finger proteins across species

To identify commonly persulfidated ZFs across different spe-
cies we performed a Venn diagram analysis using RStudio with
the VennDiagram package to visualize common proteins
(Fig. 5).72 The persulfidation datasets of ZFs from M. musculus,
R. norvegicus, H. sapiens, and A. thaliana were compared after
removing duplicates. E. huxleyi data were excluded due to the
absence of common persulfidated ZF proteins with the other
species. (ESI† Table S9) Evolutionarily, the phytoplankton are
distant from the other organisms studied, perhaps explaining
the lack of common persulfidated ZF proteins. Intersect analy-
sis, which is designed to identify common proteins, revealed a
single protein present across all four species: the DNA replica-
tion licensing factor MCM2. This protein, which contains a
CCCC zinc finger domain in its sequence, is located in the
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Fig. 4 (A) Pie-charts showing the types of ZFs that are persulfidated in each data set analyzed. ZFs are delineated based upon the number and
composition of cysteine and histidine residues: CCCC, CCCH, CCHC, and CCHH. (B) Bar graphs displaying the number of each type of ZF present in each
species analyzed (pink) compared to the number of persulfidated ZFs identified (blue). The percentage persulfidation is listed for each type of ZF.
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nucleus where it is part of a larger protein complex called
MCM2-7 that associates with chromosomes when activated. As
a part of the MCM2-7 complex, MCM2 plays a pivotal role in
DNA initiation and elongation in eukaryotic cells.73 When we
limited our analysis to M. musculus, H. sapiens, and R. norvegi-
cus, reflecting their evolutionary similarities within the animal
kingdom, we identified eight ZFs that are common to all
three species. These included CCHC-type zinc finger nucleic
acid binding protein, transcription intermediary factor 1-beta,
E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase UBR4, ATPase WRNIP1, DNA
(cytosine-5)-methyltransferase 1, activity-dependent neuropro-
tector homeobox protein (Adnp), poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase
1 (parp1), and chromodomain-helicase-DNA-binding protein 5
(CHD5). The intersect analysis of H. sapiens, M. musculus, and
A. thaliana showed a significantly lower number of common
ZFs, with only MCM2 being present in all three species. This
may be reflective of the evolutionary distance between H.
sapiens and M. musculus, when compared to A. thaliana. Further
analysis of overlapping ZFs between M. musculus and H.
sapiens, M. musculus and R. norvegicus, and H. sapiens and R.
norvegicus yielded additional insights. We found 51 ZFs com-
mon to M. musculus and H. sapiens, constituting 37% and 20%
of the total persulfidated ZFs in H. sapiens and M. musculus,
respectively. Conversely, only 17 proteins overlapped between
M. musculus and R. norvegicus, and 9 proteins between H.
sapiens and R. norvegicus. This smaller overlap may be attrib-
uted to the limited persulfide-specific sample size for R. norve-
gicus. Specifically, only 22 unique ZFs were detected in the INS-
1 cell line generated from R. norvegicus, whereas multiple
datasets, each of which contains more proteins (e.g., 20-fold
more) were available for the other species. One limitation to
this Venn diagram approach is that the proteomics data

compared were obtained using different persulfide-specific
proteomics methods.

To improve the Venn diagram approach, we also generated a
Venn diagram that was generated from the data from the three
publications that utilized same persulfide-specifics proteomics
approach. These publications by the groups of Hatzoglou,
Morton, and Hine used the BTA method for sample preparation
and analysis. The Hatzoglou group worked with M. musculus
MIN6 cells, the Morton group with liver tissues of M. musculus,
and the Hine group with tissue samples from the heart, brain,
kidney, and liver of M. musculus.54–56 (Fig. S2, ESI†) The Venn
diagram generated identified two proteins across the three
datasets: RAN binding protein 2 (RANBP2) and Ubiquitin
carboxyl-terminal hydrolase 5 (UBP5). Furthermore, nine pro-
teins were found to overlap between the MIN6 cells and liver
tissue datasets, while eight proteins were common between the
liver tissues studied by Morton and Hine’s group (encompass-
ing heart, brain, kidney, and liver). The lack of overlap in
proteins identified across the analyses may be due to differ-
ences in sample size and the organ-specific nature of the
proteins.

These collective data show that limitations of the Venn
diagram approach include the persulfide-specific proteomic
sample workflows, which differ between publications, and the
limited numbers of proteins identified in certain published
data (e.g., the data from the BTA methods had as few as
nineteen proteins identified).

GO and KEGG enrichment analysis of proteome data

To gain insight into the biological pathways and molecular
functions that were enriched in the ZFs across species, GO
enrichment analysis was performed using the DAVID

Fig. 5 Venn diagrams depicting the overlap in the types of persulfidated ZFs from different species, M. musculus, R. norvegicus, H. sapiens, and A.
thaliana, (see Table S9 for protein names, ESI†).
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bioinformatics tool with the M. musculus, H. sapiens, and A.
thaliana datasets (Fig. 6A).74–76 The R. norvegicus dataset was
excluded from the GO and KEGG enrichment analysis due to

the limited number of ZF proteins identified (i.e., 22) and the
enrichment results do not meet the P-value cutoff of 0.05 for
this study. GO enrichment analysis was performed using two

Fig. 6 Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analyses for M. musculus, H. sapiens, and A.
thaliana using DAVID. (A) Bar graphs of the distribution of GO terms as a percentage of associated genes, with a significance level of P o 0.05,
categorized into molecular functions, cellular components, and biological processes. (B) Bar graphs of the KEGG pathway analysis results, data is at a
significance level of P o 0.05. (C) Cartoon diagram of the M. musculus, ‘ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis’ pathway, focused on the single RING-finger type
E3 mechanism, with ZFs identified in the persulfidated proteomics screen indicated by stars. (D) H. sapiens ‘viral carcinogenesis’ pathway, specifically the
Human Papillomavirus (HPV) protein E7 type infection, with ZFs identified in the persulfidated proteomics screen indicated by stars. (Modified from KEGG
Pathway maps).
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approaches: the first utilized the complete list of ZFs from each
species for the background. (Fig. 6A) while the second was
conducted using the entire proteome as the background. (Fig.
S3, ESI†) As shown in Fig. 6A, a variety of molecular functions
were determined to be enriched by the GO analysis using the ZF
proteome as the background. These include predicted func-
tions for ZFs, such as translation (9 protein hits) and mRNA
processing (36 protein hits). Examples include the CCHC-type
zinc finger nucleic acid binding protein, which contains multi-
ple CCHC zinc finger domains that can interact with specific
single stranded DNA and RNA sequences to regulate transcrip-
tion and translation.77,78 In addition, ubiquitin-dependent
protein catabolic process, a biological process that is not
common to all ZFs, was also found to be enriched, especially
in M. musculus. The GO analysis was also conducted using the
entire proteome as a background. The results showed a similar
trend, with ubiquitination-related functions being enriched in
H. sapiens and M. musculus. (Fig. S3, ESI†)

This finding was further confirmed by the enrichment results
from the KEGG analysis, which focuses on pathways; here too,
‘‘ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis’’ was a major enriched pathway.
This finding suggests that persulfidation may be linked to ZFs that
participate in protein ubiquitination (Fig. 6B).

We note that there is evidence from cell-based studies for
persulfidation of a ZF called Parkin, which is involved in
ubiquitination.79,80 Parkin contains 4 ZF domains (3 of which
are RING-type, CCCC–CCHC) and is part of the RING-finger
type E3 ligase family (Fig. S4, ESI†). This family facilitates the
transfer of ubiquitin from the E2 conjugating enzyme to the
target protein by acting as a scaffold to bring E2 close to the
target protein.81 The activation of Parkin and its recruitment to
the mitochondrial membrane by PTEN induced kinase 1
(PINK1) have been well studied.82,83 Phosphorylation of Parkin
at S65 in the Ubiquitin-like domain (UBL) by PINK1 and
binding of phospho-Ubiquitin (pUb) to the RING-type 0 ZF
domain are required for full activation of Parkin’s E3 ligase
activity. These PTMs induce a change to Parkin’s typical auto-
inhibitory conformation in the cytoplasm, where the multiple
ZF domains self-associate and obscure the catalytic C431, to an
open conformation where the RING-type 1 ZF domain can bind
the E2 enzyme in ubiquitin transfer. C431 of the RING-type 2 ZF
domain is accessible for ubiquitin binding and transfer to
Parkin substrates.84–86

In addition to this Parkin activation via phosphorylation, a
recent study has shown that persulfidation of Parkin, predomi-
nantly in the UBL and RING-type 0 domains, can increase the
activity of the enzyme, thus enhancing the ubiquitination and
degradation of target proteins (Fig. S4, ESI†).80 The cystine rich
nature of Parkin may contribute to the likelihood for it to
become persulfidated.

Interestingly, in the M. musculus KEGG pathway: ‘‘ubiquitin-
mediated proteolysis’’ enrichment results, four additional sin-
gle RING-finger type E3 proteins (P1RH2, PML, SYVN, Trim32)
were identified in the persulfide-specific proteomics screen
(Fig. 6), suggesting these types of ZF proteins may be a common
target for persulfidation (Fig. 6C).

The KEGG pathway enrichment analysis showed that the
most enriched pathway for H. sapiens is ‘‘viral carcinogenesis’’.
The human papillomavirus (HPV) E7 oncoprotein has four
cellular targets that appeared in the ZFs persulfide screen
(p600, Mi2b, HDAC, and hTid-1). HPV E7 plays a key role in
the development of cervical cancer, and it can perturb many
cellular processes by interacting with different protein targets,
immortalizing, and transforming cells, which eventually leads
to malignant growth (Fig. 6D).87 The most enriched KEGG
pathway in A. thaliana is ‘spliceosome’. It has been shown that
ZFs are involved in spliceosome activities.88 These collective
findings that ZFs from different biological pathways can be
persulfidated supports persulfidation as a common PTM
for ZFs.

Conclusions

In the work presented here, we sought to determine whether ZF
persulfidation is a general PTM in different types of cells and
organisms. By analysing all of the published persulfide specific
proteomics data for the presence of persulfidated ZFs, we found
that persulfidation of ZFs is common in eukaryotes and occurs
in a range of species. The number of persulfidated ZFs that
were identified varied between datasets, in part because the
proteomics methods used to identify persulfidated proteins
for each dataset yielded a range of total proteome sizes (i.e.,
193 total proteins identified in MEF cells by Michel et al., to
4 total proteins identified in Emiliania huxleyi (single-celled
phytoplankton) by Lee et al.). Despite the differences in dataset
size, some commonalities between data sets were observed.
One commonality was seen in the types of persulfidated ZFs in
the mammalian species when the data were evaluated via Venn
diagram analysis. Another commonality was in biological func-
tions, for example persulfidation of ZFs involved in ubiquitina-
tion was found in human and mouse data via GO enrichment
and KEGG analysis. Our analysis was limited by the availability
of persulfide specific proteomics data, making our findings
mammalian centric, as most data were from these types of
cells. Another limitation is that the current literature does not
provide information on which cysteine is persulfidated in the
proteomics datasets. As more persulfide specific proteomics
data becomes available from different organisms, we will be
able to expand our understanding of ZFs and persulfidation on
the species level and learn more about the delineation of ZF
type and persulfidation. Together, these data reveal that ZF
persulfidation is a common PTM and opens the door for
biochemical and cellular studies to understand functional
consequences.
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